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April 2nd,  2012

John Traversy    via ACCESS-KEY
Secretary General 
Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission
Ottawa, Ontario  K1A 0N2

RE:   Bell Aliant Regional Communications, Limited Partnership and Bell Canada : 8662-B54-201202259
Application to review and vary certain aspects of Telecom Regulatory Policy 2011-703 

Mr. Traversy,

1. Vaxination Informatique offers the following comments as part of  Bell Canada’s Review And 
Variance application dated  March 1st for TRP 2011-703.  

2. Bell Canada argues that certain “network conditioning” costs incurred prior to July 2011 should 
be part of the costs upon which the fixed monthly access rates are based.

3. Bell Canada’s R&V has opened the following can of worms: 

• Is network conditioning part of FTTN deployment or just a regular maintenance procedure ?

• Is it a capital cost or an installation (one time) cost  ?

• If pro-active work by Bell done in the past reduces installation costs today, should it be 
included in capital costs used to calculate the access rate ? And if so, should installation 
costs be reduced ? 

4. Because of Bell Canada’s prolific use of the “#” character, Vaxination cannot have all the 
answers, but this filing will hopefully help he Commission formulate a logical and correct decision.
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About Bridge Taps

5. Bell Canada has mentioned that a large part of  “network conditioning” activities are due 
to the removal of bridge taps. I helps to better understand what is involved with bridge taps.

6. Consider a cable from the DSLAM which runs for 1km to serve a neighbourhood, and a house 
located 400m from the  JWI/DSLAM1

7. In the days of party lines, bridge taps were required  so the signal would propagate throughout 
the neighbourhood, allowing multiple homes to tap into the same phone line.

8. In the heydays of copper with phone, fax and dial-up lines (1990s), the telcos had to manage 
their copper loops to avoid shortage of pairs in a neighbourhood.  When service to a home 
was discontinued, the use of  bridge taps made it easier to make the now disused pair available 
for service to another home because signals already propagated to the end of the cable.  

9. Arrival of broadband  internet moved FAX to email,  eliminated the need for separate dial-up 
phone lines, and split subscribers between DSL and Cable plants. As a result, demand for 
copper pairs eased significantly and the focus then became quality of the copper to reach as 
many customers as possible with  DSL. 

10. The need to improve copper line quality started in the late 1990s with ADSL1, it did 
not start with FTTN.

11.  At lower speeds, the disruption caused by the redundant extension of the copper loop  did 
not matter as much but would limit the reach of DSL service.  And Bell Canada’s “up to” policy 
made it easy for it to dismiss poor line profiles. However, the need for higher speeds requires 
more attention be placed on the quality of the lines as customers don’t tolerate getting only 
half the speed they are paying for.

1 JWI: Jumper Wire Interface, the rectangular (generally) brown curbside cabinet where copper pairs are terminated 
and to which remote DSLAMs are attached.

•Echo returns with propagation
 delay which degrades signal
•Longer cable attenuates signal

Bridge Tap

Normal tap
•No Echo
•Stronger signal due to shorter cable
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12. Should not pay for line conditioning done under normal maintenance.
13. The copper plant, especially when aerial, has to endure a lot of hardships from the weather, 

falling branches, birds, squirrels and in some cases, urban racoons. As a result,  regular 
maintenance of the copper plant involves the replacement of old or damaged wire segments.

14. Since only currently active lines are reconnected when a cable is replaced, it means that all the 
redundant and disused splices and taps that had accumulated on the old cable over the years 
disappear.  And since the segment is replaced using current techniques and parts, it means 
the new cable is already conditioned when installed because none of the old techniques such 
as bridge taps are used.

15. Since the cost of performing normal copper plant maintenance is already factored 
into the POTS or the dry-loop services2,  it must not added to the GAS access rates.

Remotes and FTTN are not new

16. The concept of remote DSLAMs is not new.  Bell Canada has been deploying remote DSLAMs 
since at least 2004 based on a presentation obtained by Vaxination3. The current design of 
DSLAM cabinet attachment to the JWI was selected  before November 2006 (the date of the 
document).

17. By the time the Commission renders a decision on this file, it means that remote DSLAMs will be 
a concept that had been in production at Bell for between 6 to 8 years. The so called “NGN” 
network did not get built from scratch in the last couple of years.

18. In fact, the extent of upgrades that had already been done years ago in Montréal and Toronto 
made Bell Canada opt for a VDSL2 solution as this was mostly a “finish the job” project. In 
many cases, it just required swapping DSLAMs with a VDSL2 one in an existing remote cabinet. 
VDSL2 was already known to be a technologically limiting solution compared to cable or 
FTTH, but because of the relatively low marginal cost to “finish the job”, this was seen as the 
better business solution.

19. This contrasts with Québec City which had not received upgrades. This was not a “finish the 
job” because the job had not begun. And if you have to do a “full build”, you might as well 
build something which lets you compete against cable, which is what Bell Canada did with its 
FTTH project that just recently launched. 

20. In the case of Montréal and Toronto, work has been ongoing for 6 to 8 years and has been 
more evolutive with many cabinets seeing upgrades from ADSL-1 to ADSL2+ and later VDSL2. 
Throughout this time, Bell has been improving the quality of the copper and removing  hardware 
such as load coils (capacitors that reduce echo but cause problem for DSL) and then bridge 
taps.   Many of these costs were included in existing tariffs  because they are part of normal 
network maintenance. Bell Canada would like the Commission to think this line conditioning is 
all new, but it is not. Bell Canada just quickened the pace when it decided to “finish the job” 
in Toronto and Montréal so it could launch its Fibe and FibeTV products.

2 GAS cannot be obtained without one of POTS or dry-loop services. However, Bell Canada retail customers can 
obtain DSL service without  POTS or dry-loop fees).

3 Vaxination can send a copy to the Commission if requested.
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Should the pre July-2011 costs be included  ?

21. Because many of these costs were incurred a very long time ago, because a portion of the 
line conditioning was accomplished during normal copper plant maintenance already paid 
by POTS or dry-loop fees, and because much of those costs has already been amortized, 
the Commission should deny Bell Canada’s request to include the pre July-2011 line 
conditioning costs. 

Line conditioning for new customers

22.  Bell Canada could not remove bridge taps on inactive copper loops at the time of a systematic 
neighbourhood upgrade since it could not know where that copper loop might be needed 
later on.

23. Bridge taps on inactive loops would only disappear during cable maintenance/replacement 
as a result of damage from squirrels etc.

24. Consider a house which cancelled fax line service in 1999 but wishes to get DSL this year. At 
the time of disconnection a bridge tap would have been left in place to permit that loop to be 
re-used elsewhere in the neighbourhood.

25. To Bell, this house is a new customer. The installer has to climb the pole and connect the wire 
from the house to a copper loop.  If he reconnects to the old loop, he has to pull out the bridge 
tap and put in a new non-bridge tap. If he connects to a new “virgin” loop, he will have to 
sever the loop to prevent the signal from propagating to the redundant section of wiring to the 
end of the street. Either way, the installation takes the same amount of time.

26. So, in the case of new activations, the issue of bridge taps is moot because it doesn’t take 
longer if there is a bridge tap at the pole or not.

Line conditioning for existing customers

27. Now, lets look at the case of an ISP’s customer who has had DSL for 8 years at “legacy” speeds.  
During that time,  Bell Canada upgraded his neighbourhood. This means  the customer’s line 
would  have had the conditioning done as per Bell Canada’s claims. 

28. Should that customer upgrade from legacy to FTTN today, his line is already connected, already 
conditioned and would likely just need a profile change. No climbing up a pole, no stringing 
a new wire from pole to house.

29. Yet, in the current tariffs, this already connected user would still have to pay the full $90.65 
despite requiring far less work than a totally new customer.

30. Therefore, if  GAS ISPS are to contribute to copper plant upgrades done in the past , then 
existing legacy DSL users should be able to upgrade to FTTN speeds at lower cost than users 
getting a new installation which definitely requires a technician.

31. Therefore, should the Commission accept Bell Canada’s request and  include past conditioning 
costs in the current rates, then all GAS customers as of July 2011 should be considered to have 
had their line already conditioned and benefit from very reduced legacy-to-FTTN upgrade 
pricing.
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Clarity needed on what portion of GAS pays for what.

32. Going forward, the Commission must decide where the network conditioning costs are to 
go. Are they part of the installation cost ? Are they part of the line costs (paid by dry-loop or 
POTS service). or are they part of capital costs of building the last mile and thus included in 
the access rate ?

33. This may appear to be a capital cost, but since Bell Canada could only condition active lines 
at the time of the neighbourhood upgrades, new customers do not benefit from the conditioning 
done in the past and would logically pay for those costs at installation time.

34. The Commission’s decision needs to be clear on this.

How many times should one pay for installation ? 

35. Since Bell Canada brought up the issue of line conditioning...   One large problem with the 
current tariff is that the installation costs do not take into consideration the fact that a line may 
have already had FTTN service on it and thus all costs related to its setup already paid.

36. An ISP wishing to acquire a customer from Bell’s Retail who is already on 25/7 will still have 
to pay the $90.65 installation fee despite the line already being installed and needing just 
an administrative change.

37. But, if Bell’s Retail wishes to acquire a customer from an ISP,   Bell’s Retail operation can offer 
a “no installation” deal since Bell, seeing the profile is already set, will not sent a technician 
and not have to spend on installation. This is not fair.

38. When an end user migrates form one ISP to another and keeps the same profile speed, he 
should benefit from a modest administrative charge instead of having to pay the full installation 
fee again. The extremely high installation change does not foster competition because it offers 
a significant barrier to an end user deciding to switch ISP.

Conclusion

39. The Commission must consider that a part of line conditioning is done by normal regular copper 
plant maintenance, a part is done when Bell upgrades a neighbourhood, and a part done 
when a new line is installed to a customer.

40. If previous work to condition lines is to be included in the GAS costs, then all existing GAS users 
should get an “upgrade” price when they move from legacy to FTTN as the line conditioning 
should be considered to have been performed by Bell already.

Regards,
Jean-François Mezei
Vaxination informatique

c.c.: Parties to  2011-77 
 Yvan Davidson, CRTC
 Lynne Fancy, CRTC
 Tom Vilmansen, CRTC

*** end of document ***


